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Creating Web Pages SimplifiedVisual, 2009
The easiest way to learn how to create a Web page for your family or organization
Do you want to share photos and family lore with relatives far away? Have you been put in charge of communication for your neighborhood group or nonprofit organization? A Web page is the way to get the word out, and Creating Web Pages Simplified offers an...
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Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career


	Written by CompTIA certification and training expert Mike Meyers, this instructive, full-color guide will help you pass the CompTIA A+ exams and become an expert hardware technician. Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Third Edition is...
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CISSP : Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study Guide, Third EditionSybex, 2005
CISSP Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study Guide
    Here's the book you need to prepare for the challenging CISSP exam from (ISC)2. This third edition was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's security certification candidates, and has been thoroughly updated to cover recent technological...
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Windows 8: Out of the BoxO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Get a real feel for Windows 8 with a wealth of tips in this step-by-step guide. After using Windows 7 or XP, learning Microsoft’s latest operating system takes some adjustment. Never fear. Windows expert Mike Halsey starts with the basics and then takes you through the trickier parts of Microsoft’s latest operating...
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Multidimensional Geographic Information Science (Geographic Information Systems Workshop)CRC Press, 2000
This book has been a long time in the making. The origins of the ideas in this book lie in 1990 when I attended a NATO-funded Advanced Study Institute in Las Navas del Marqués in Spain on ‘Cognitive and Linguistic Aspects of Geographic Space’, organised by Andrew Frank and David Mark. After a long gestation, I started to write...
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Windows Server 2008 Active Directory Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2008
Get the definitive, in-depth resource for designing, deploying, and maintaining Windows Server 2008 Active Directory in an enterprise environment. Written by experts on directory services and the Active Directory team at Microsoft, this technical resource is packed with concrete, real-world design and implementation guidance. You ll get in-depth...
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Digital Lighting & RenderingNew Riders Publishing, 2000
New Riders' [digital] series is performing a tremendous service to the  computer animation and graphics community. The newest addition to this family is  [digital] Lighting & Rendering. Author Jeremy Birn has long been regarded  as a talented computer graphics artist and generous writer, and he's been  sharing his techniques and...
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Succeeding with Agile: Software Development Using ScrumAddison Wesley, 2009

	Proven, 100% Practical Guidance for Making Scrum and Agile Work in Any Organization


	 


	This is the definitive, realistic, actionable guide to starting fast with Scrum and agile–and then succeeding over the long haul. Leading agile consultant...
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Geometric Tools for Computer Graphics (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
Reinventing the wheel is a terrible waste of time, yet legions of computer programmers do exactly that every day. Geometric Tools for Computer Graphics gives the working graphics programmer a vast collection of programming examples, complex code snippets explained and ready to use. Each chapter is filled with more than just code...
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MATLAB: An Introduction with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	MATLAB® is a very popular language for technical computing used by
	students, engineers, and scientists in universities, research institutes, and industries
	all over the world. The software is popular because it is powerful and easy to
	use. For university freshmen in it can be thought of as the next tool to use after the
	graphic...
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Make Millions and Make Change!: Secrets to Business and Personal SuccessMaker Media, Inc, 2010

	Make Millions and Make Change! is your essential guide to business and personal success. While the title of this book may sound like a get-rich-quick scheme, the methods that are shared get real people rich in the real world, even during the most difficult economic times. Building your brand into a sustainable business is an immense...
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Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Microsoft® Visual Studio 2008 Unleashed is an end-to-end, deep dive into the Visual Studio development environment. It’s meant to provide you guidance on how you can squeeze the ultimate productivity out of the many features built into the .NET development tools. Understanding how to use your tools will make you a better...
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